
Review of the PhD. dissertation of Jifi Dokulil "Methods
for effective querying of RDF data"

The presented thesis addresses a hot topic in the intersection of database technology and semantic
web technology: RDF data management and querying. It has a transparent structure, consisting of a
brief introduction (Ch. 1), which sketches the main contributions and guides the reader through the
whole work, then a general chapter on RDF as language (Ch. 2), then follow three chapters dealing
with different, though related, original projects — visualization, query language and parallel (query)
processing (Ch. 3-5), and finally a Conclusions chapter (Ch. 6). Due to the multi-focal character of
the thesis, the comparison to related work is dispersed among Ch. 3-5.

The three parts of the original contribution are relatively independent, though overroofed by the
general goal of supporting effective querying of RDF. The author conscientiously declares the
contributions of different people to the projects of RDF visualization, TriQuery language and
Bobox in Appendix A. Team work is indispensable in software engineering projects including
those leading to PhD theses., so I do not see a substantial problem here; it is important that the total
amount of work reported for the three projects clearly exceeds what is expected as contribution of a
PhD thesis, so the (large) fraction of it that can be attributed to the PhD candidate himself seems
adequate in total.
Notably, each of the three projects has achieved elaboration in somewhat different aspects. The
visualization project comprises formal proofs of properties of the visualization graph and functional
prototype implementation; as the task is interactive, I somewhat miss some kind of usage
evaluation. The query language project is more descriptive: the proposed language is syntactically
described and compared to other languages (XQuery as its pre-cursor and SPARQL/SeRQL as its
'competitors'), while there is no implementation yet. Finally, the Bobox project verbally describes
the engineering principles and implementation choices; the description is 'math-free'; there are
however preliminary experimental results of the system.
All three partial projects bring substantial research contributions, which compare well to the state
of the art. This was also witnessed by a number of publications, some of which have already been
cited by researchers from other groups. (By the thesis summary document, there are 25
published/accepted refereed papers in total, of which 3 in journals. There is unfortunately no
information whether some of the journals have non-zero impact factor, and which citations
appeared in an authoritative resource such as the Web of Science.)
The practical usability of the research is quite high, although some activities left to future work
should be carried out before the approach could be transferred to industry-level exploitation.
The number of bibliographic references in the thesis itself is not particularly large (63 items);
actually, some relevant references are clearly missing, as indicated below.
The quality of English is solid and the number of typos is tolerable. A recurrent language-related
issue I noticed is massive overusage of comma before connectives, especially before 'that' (in both
uses of this word) — a common problem of Slavic authors writing in English. I also observed a few
sentence fragments such as: "Not the actual end users of the Semantic Web."

Follow detailed comments, for each chapter separately.

Chapter 2:
• (p.7) The author first declares that resources are identified by URIs, but then use these two

terms ('resource' and 'URI') interchangeably. This looks a bit colloquial; a totally unsound
statement then is: ".. .they have no universal identifiers like the URI does".



• (p.7) I have not heard about 'considerations by W3CS to allow literals as subjects. Where
does this information come from? Such an extension would have drastic impact on many
nowadays semantic web standards,

• (p.7) Validity of blank nodes: it might be worth noting that it is not only within one
serialized document but also within one instance of RDF store (which typically aggregate
many original documents).

• (p. 13) Domain and range are referred to as 'constraints'; this is potentially misleading,
given the logical semantics of domain and range — they are actually inferential statements. I
am afraid the author indeed misunderstood them as constraints, as he also writes, in p. 14,
that"... the range must be a person..."

• (p. 13) RDFS documents are often understood as ontologies.

ChapterS:
• (p. 17) KAON is a (legacy) tool rather than an ontology language; it used a proprietary

implementation of F»Logic. Citation is missing.
• (p. 18) The requirement of tree display is a probably useful but rather strong assumption. I

miss more detailed discussion of this choice. Why is it good/natural to view non-tree data in
a tree form? It leads to non-trivial issues in the display: tree and non-tree edges have to be
visually distinguished, in addition to (presumably): intra- and inter-layer ones; navigated
and non-navigated ones. Omitting non-tree edges entirely (as suggested by many of the
diagrams) would lead to missing information.

• (p.21) I have several comments to Table. 3.1.
o The table contains too diverse values: emoticons, letters, and free text. Furthermore,

the two types of emoticons are too similar (e.g. white/black circles would be better).
It is thus hard to get a rapid comparative overview of the approaches from the table.

o I also see some of the values as insufficiently justified. For example, why does not
Radial Layout fulfill condition 1?

• (p. 21 and further) Better efficiency of Triangle vs. Radial Layout for rectangular nodes,
sketched in the Table 3.1, footnote A, seems as essential comparative advantage of the
former over the latter (the most important competitor?). It would thus be worth more
elaboration and not just to be mentioned 'by the way'. It also seems to me that with
increasing branching factor the Radial Layout (allowing to place more child nodes near the
parent node) may be more suitable? As consequence, the superiority of Triangle Layout
seems to be tightly coupled with the node merging approach described in Section 3.2.1.
This association (provided it is correct) should have been stressed.

• (p.22) "The order of the children is..." I assume that in a general tree as mathematical
structure the children are not ordered in principle?

• (p.22) It would be worth explaining what the D in D(v) stands for ('distance'?).
• (p.29) The graphical notation of edges (solid vs. various length of dashes) is not explained.
• (p.29 and later) The diagrams as well as text (e.g. paragraph "Node with highest degree in

p. 31") assume that literals with the same value are represented by the same node in the
RDF graph. I however assume that standard representation of literals is that of leaf nodes in
the graph, such that every literal, even that with the same value/type as another one, is a
separate node. Treating e.g. various natural numbers as 'same entity' is not very 'natural'
(as their uses typically have nothing in common semantically) and impractical., as your own
visualization exercises suggest. Do you indeed refer to the generic RDF model or to some
proprietary implementation?



Chapter 4:
• (p.40) Reference to TriQ is missing here.
• (p.49 and further) The examples of RDF support are too sketchy: they only present the

TriQuery code but no Input/output to the processing. The use of entailment ('with'
modifier) is not exemplified at all. Even if the author does not consider inferencing as
central subject for the thesis, there should have been at least a simple example of
inferencing embedded into XML/RDF transformation.

• (p.56 and further) In the context of bridging between RDF and XML querying, I would
expect the Related Research section to reference the XSPARQL project:

o Waseem Akhtar, Jacek Kopecky, Thomas Krennwallner. Axel PolJeres: XSPARQL:
Traveling between the XML and RDF Worlds - and Avoiding the XSLT Pilgrimage.
ESWC 2008: 432-447. hnt>://\v\v\v.springerlink.com/content/qx68n5h481364805/

Chapter 5:
• (p.61 and further) Critical lack of references, and possibly acronym unfolding, for methods

mentioned: OpenMP, TBB, MPI.
• (p.73) The notion of 'poisoned pill' is only explained here although used a number of times

before.
• (p. 84) Do you have a cue on why Sesame was not able to complete query Q5?

Based on the above assessment, despite minor critical comments, I consider the present thesis as
fully sufficient for awarding the PhD, degree according to strict international standards
(conditioned by successful defense).

As specific questions to be answered during the defense I suggest the following (refer to the
detailed comments above; some other comments can be well responded offline):

• Elaborate on the comparison between Radial Layout and Triangle Layout
• Compare TriQuery and XSPARQL
• Show a concrete example of inferencing within XML/RDF transformation, through the

cwith? modifier.
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